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ABSTRACT 
 

IMPROVEMENT OF THE THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF AN 
ALUMINIUM WINDOW FRAME WITH CFD ANALYSIS 

 

Most of the primary energy used in the world belongs to fossil fuels. Energy-

efficient activities are carried out in many different sectors in order to prevent the 

depletion of the reserves of these resources. The building sector is one of them and 

many different studies are being carried out to reduce the energy consumed in the 

buildings. Windows are the main unit of heat losses and gains in buildings. In literature, 

the main reasons for heat losses through windows are usually stated as glass units due to 

their large areas and relatively higher overall heat transfer coefficient. However, 

windows frames are as important as glass units because they also have higher heat 

transfer. Since the most commonly used material in window frames, which is 

aluminium, has the highest thermal conductivity value, this topic should be investigated. 

In this study, two different strategies are presented to improve the thermal 

transmittance of an aluminium frame without changing the frame geometry. The first 

strategy presented is the improvement of the gasket and thermal break materials in 

which high thermal conductivity materials are used which have a considerable impact 

on the thermal performance of aluminium window frames. The second strategy is to fill 

the cavities in aluminium profiles with polyurethane foam in order to reduce convection 

effects. Two dimensional CFD simulations of the aluminium window frame, modelled 

with information from the manufacturer, were used to investigate these improvement 

strategies.  

As a result of the study, the importance of thermal break and gasket materials 

used in the aluminium window frame has been seen and the thermal conductivity of 

these materials has a considerable effect on the thermal performance of the windows. 

Moreover, the polyurethane foam filled air cavities in the aluminium frame have 

positively affected the thermal performance of window as proposed and %29.44 

improvements occurred. 
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ÖZET 
 

HAD ANALİZİ İLE BİR ALÜMİNYUM PENCERE ÇERÇEVESİNİN 
ISIL PERFORMANSININ İYİLEŞTİRİLMESİ 

 

Dünyada kullanılan birincil enerjinin büyük bir kısmı fosil yakıtlara aittir. Bu 

kaynakların rezervlerinin tükenme ihtimaline karşı birçok farklı sektörde enerji etkin 

çalışmalar yürütülmektedir. İnşaat sektörü de bunlardan biridir ve binalarda tüketilen 

enerjiyi azaltmak için günümüzde birçok farklı çalışma yürütülmektedir. Binalarda 

enerji kayıp ve kazançlarının en çok gerçekleştiği elamanlar ise pencerelerdir. 

Literatürde, pencerelerin neden olduğu ısı kayıplarına bağlı araştırmalar, genellikle 

kapladıkları alan ve toplam ısı geçiş katsayısına görece fazla olmasından dolayı cam 

ünitelere aittir. Oysa pencere çerçeveleri de yüksek ısı geçişine sahip olmaları 

nedeniyle, en az cam üniteler kadar önemlidir. Çerçeve malzemesi olarak kullanılan 

alüminyum ise ısı geçirgenliği en fazla olan malzeme olduğu için üzerinde çalışılması 

gereken bir konudur.  

Bu çalışma kapsamında, alüminyum pencere çerçevesinin termal geçirgenliğini 

çerçeve geometrisini değiştirmeden iyileştirmek için iki farklı strateji sunulmuştur. 

Sunulan ilk strateji, alüminyum pencere çerçevesinin termal performansı üzerinde 

oldukça fazla etkiye sahip olan yüksek termal iletkenliğe sahip malzemelerin 

kullanıldığı conta ve termal kırılma malzemelerinin iyileştirilmesidir. İkinci strateji ise, 

havanın taşınım etkisini azalmak için alüminyum profiller için de yer alan boşlukların 

poliüretan köpük ile doldurulmasıdır. Bu iyileştirme stratejilerini araştırmak için 

üreticiden alınana bilgilerle modellenen alüminyum pencere çerçevesinin iki boyutlu 

CFD simülasyonları kullanılmıştır.  

Çalışma sonucunda, alüminyum pencere çerçevesinde kullanılan termal kırılma ve 

conta malzemelerinin önemi görülmüş ve bu elemanlarda kullanılan malzemelerin 

termal iletkenlik değerinin pencere çerçevesinin termal performansını oldukça fazla 

etkilediği ortaya çıkmıştır. Bunun yanında, öngörüldüğü gibi alüminyum profilde 

poliüretan köpükle doldurulmuş hava boşlukları, pencerenin termal performansını 

olumlu olarak etkilemiş, % 29,44 iyileşme meydana gelmiştir.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Rapidly increasing energy consumption has become a crucial issue in the world’s 

agenda because of negative environmental impacts such as global warming in energy 

conversion processes and the exhausting of existing fossil fuel reserves. A large 

proportion of the primary energy used in the world belongs to fossil resources such as 

coal, oil and natural gas. The reserves of these fossil fuels are limited. As shown in 

Figure 1.1, if the consumption will be continued at the same rate; oil reserves may be 

consumed by 50.2 years, natural gas reserved by 52.6 years and coal reserves by 134 

years1. For this reason, energy-efficient studies are carried out in many sectors around 

the world so as to minimise energy consumption and to use resources in the long term. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1. Years of global coal, oil and natural gas left, reported as the reserves-to-

product (R/P) ratio which measures the number of years of production left 

based on known reserves and annual production levels in 2017.  

                     (Source: Statistical Review of World Energy1) 
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The energy consumed is mainly distributed in three main sectors; transportation, 

residential and manufacturing. Because of rapid population growth and increased time 

spent in the building, buildings share approximately 20% of this part2. This energy is 

used in the building for heating, cooling, ventilation, domestic hot water preparation, 

lighting and use of electrical appliances. 

In particular, the reduction of heating and cooling loads significantly reduce the 

total energy consumed by the building. The windows are used to illuminate the interior 

volumes of the building with natural light and to provide communication between the 

indoor and outdoor environment. They are the structural elements where the energy 

loses and gains occur mostly. Therefore, improving the thermal performance of the 

windows should be one of the crucial features of the energy-efficient application. While 

it is an important element to interact with solar energy as a semi-transparent structural 

element, the overall heat transfer coefficient of the glass and its frame are also crucial in 

energy-efficient design, especially in cold climates. Because of the higher glass area in 

the total surface area of the window, studies and investigations are mostly related to the 

heat transfer through the glass units3–7. Although many academic studies have been 

conducted to evaluate the thermal performance of glass units, there are not enough 

studies on the thermal performance of different window frame options8–26. Parallel to 

the lack of these studies, many insufficient thermal performance frame productions have 

been performed in the past. The window frame approximately covers 20-30% of the 

total area27. As it usually has higher thermal transmittance than the glass unit, it has an 

adverse effect on energy performance. Currently, especially in metal frames, thermal 

bridges cannot be adequately prevented, so there is a potential for investigating to 

improve the energy performance of the frames. Nowadays, with the developing 

technologies, the concepts of the standard windows have changed and it has become one 

of the main building elements covering the facade of the building. The fact that 

windows have more area on the facades makes windows more important for reducing 

the heating and cooling loads of building. 
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1.1. History of Window and Frame 

 

The primitive men needed shelter to protect themselves from the negative effects 

of nature and animals. For this reason, they had created the shells which we call the 

structure (Figure 1.2). These shells had evolved and improved by time with various 

tools and experiences. When they began to live in these structures, the light had basic 

requirements, and they created the openings that we call the window. Briefly, the 

window is the hole that opens into the wall of the structure to get the light in, which 

arises from the necessity of the human behaviour for getting the sunlight and the air and 

the observing environment to create a relationship between the inner and outer 

environment28. These holes, in the Bronze and Iron Ages, wooden shutters were closed 

for preventing against unwanted visitors entering and unfavourable weather conditions 

(rain, wind, etc.) which affect to the interior of the structure29. After this period, they 

firstly used scraped and stretched animal skins in order to prevent water penetration and 

to provide transparency. And then, the ancient Romans began to use glass in their 

windows (Figure 1.3). The first Roman windows were placed in Italian villas over 2000 

years ago30.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.2. Celtic Roundhouse B.C. 2000.  

(Source: Resources for History31) 
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Figure 1.3. Antique Roman window glass 4th century.  

(Source: Soft-Lite Windows32) 

 

Window design is closely related to the evolution of architectural styles, frame 

materials and, most importantly, the technological progress in glass manufacturing. 

Before the 16th century, windows were made of stone mullions or wooden frames as an 

unglazed opening. Glazed windows were only used for buildings with the highest 

status33. With the influence of the Industrial Revolution after the 1870s, steel frame 

windows were used due to the fact that steel production became more practical and 

economical. In the beginning, the frames were produced with extensive cross-sections, 

but in the late 19th and early 20th century, thinner frames were started to be produced. 

In the post-war period, aluminium window frames were used instead of steel frames. In 

the mid-20th century, the plastic frame, which was first used in Germany, became 

rapidly widespread34.  

 

1.2. Frame Materials 

 

From the beginning of the twentieth century, the windows became a shell 

surrounding the structure rather than a hole in the building. With the developing 

technology over the years, the window has been a building element where many 

features were expected beyond just the need for light. The design of the windows and 
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the choice of materials affect the annual heating and cooling loads and climatic comfort 

conditions of the building. Therefore, when a designer is choosing window system, it 

should consider architectural requirements, thermal performance, economic criteria and 

user comfort. Given the efficiency of a window, materials used as frame material can be 

examined in three main categories: wood, vinyl and aluminium. 

 

1.2.1 Wooden Window Frame 

 

Wood is a natural and organic material and it is close to the human 

thermophysical properties that is why it calls hot material. It has a wide variety of 

colours, textures and sizes. It has always been a traditional material used in 

constructions because of its easily accessible, easy to take shape and relatively low cost. 

Also, it is aesthetically preferred material since it is a natural and aesthetic material in 

the architectural environment. It is a compatible material with nature which does not 

create environmental pollution in terms of production and application. Compared to 

other building materials, wood is the most renewable building material and easier to 

find. The amount of energy consumption for production from the raw materials to 

converting them into building materials is quite low compared to other materials. 

Wood is a material with relatively better thermal performance because the thermal 

conductivity is low compared to vinyl and aluminium materials. On the other hand, the 

thermal conductivity of the wood varies according to the type of wood, direction of tree 

ring and water content. For example, when the thermal conductivity of softwood is only 

0.13 W/mK, hardwood could be 0.18 W/mK 35. A standard wooden window frame is 

shown in Figure 1.4. The cross-section thickness and the thermal performance are 

directly proportional to each other. However, metal joining elements reduce the thermal 

performance of the wooden window frame.  

Besides its positive features mentioned above, the wooden material frame also has 

some negative features. It is a very unstable material against insects, cork, water and 

moisture. It is not endurable to mechanical abrasion. Maintenance is more difficult 

compared to other materials. However, some part of these negative effects of the 

material can be diminished by the drying and preservation methods applied to the wood. 

So wood can be made more resistant to outdoor conditions by covering with aluminium, 
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vinyl or fibreglass material, but this is an application that reduces the thermal 

performance of woodwork. Wood should be polished and painted regularly in order to 

have a long service life and the fact that it is troublesome for users today has reduced 

the use of the wood frame. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.4. Standard wooden window frame. (Source: Belfa36) 

 

1.2.2. Vinyl Window Frame 

 

 One of the valuable materials of daily life is polymer. PVC (Polyvinyl-chloride) 

is an important member of this very large polymer family and is a modern synthetic 

material. PVC which is produced from two natural sources (oil and salt) is one of the 

first commercially developed plastics. PVC is used today frequently because of positive 

features such as easy to be machined and shaped, easy to maintain and easy to mass 

production. However, plastic does not disappear easily in nature and damages the 

environment because it is a long-lasting material.  

Vinyl frames, known as Polyvinyl-chloride (PVC), are produced by heating the 

solid-state material by softening and then pouring into the moulds and forming by 

pressure. Therefore, it can be produced according to the desired solid and void ratio. 

These voids formed in the frame cross-section increase the thermal performance of the 
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frame (Figure 1.5). These voids can be coated or filled with materials with low thermal 

conductivity to improve the thermal performance of the window. The thermal 

conductivity of a rigid PVC window frame is 0.17 W/mK 35. 

Vinyl is a weak material in terms of durability and robustness according to other 

materials. For this reason, it is supported by carriers made of steel or aluminium in order 

not to cause disturbances because of temperature changes and outside weather 

conditions. Due to its flexible structure, it can only be strengthened with thick cross-

sections like the wooden frame. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.5. PVC window frame. (Source: Pimapen37) 

 

1.2.3. Aluminium Window Frame 
 

Aluminium is generally used in the structure such as windows, curtain walls and 

roof windows, and is easily processed and combined. Thanks to its easy shape, it is 

suitable for producing airtight, hollow and thin section window details. It is longer 

lasting, more resistant and more practical than wood and PVC. Aluminium as a metal 

material has similar mechanic properties to steel, but it is not as durable as steel when 

the same force is applied. While it is advantageous in terms of being suitable for a 

different design, being able to pass larger openings comparing with wood and PVC, it 
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can cause sudden expansion and contraction due to its resistance to temperature 

changes. This causes stress on the glass. If this stress is too high, it may cause cracks in 

the glass of the window. 

The most negative aspect of the aluminium frame (si alloys) is the high thermal 

conductivity value (k = 160 W/mK) 35. Today, the aluminium frame is produced with 

the heat barrier. The heat barriers separate the joinery elements into internal and 

external parts, and these parts are formed by combining with another material having 

low thermal conductivity. In this way, chopping section is made fragmented and these 

parts are connected to each other by a polymer-based binder, (Figure 1.6). This reduces 

the overall heat transfer coefficient value of the joinery and reduces the energy loss. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.6. Insulated aluminium window frames. (Source: HNS Mühendislik38) 

 

1.2.4. Other Window Frames 
 

Another frame material is steel. Although steel is a material that is more durable 

than all of aluminium, wood and vinyl materials, it is not used as much as others due to 

its heaviness, maintenance and hard labour. The steel frames used in the early period 

were protected by painting, but this method was not successful against rusting and 

corrosion. In addition, the sections are limited in the steel which is obtained by the 
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method of hot raw material. The thermal conductivity of the steel window frame is also 

relatively high 50 W/mK 35.  

The frame can also be produced by using polyester from fibreglass material. It is 

more robust and durable than aluminium window frame and its thermal conductivity is 

better (k = 0.40 W/mK) 35. It is also easily recyclable material.  

Manufacturers can sometimes produce a composite frame by combining these 

materials to enhance durability, improve thermal performance and aesthetics. Vinyl 

coated aluminium, aluminium coated wood, and vinyl-coated wood39.  

 

1.3. Aim and Scope of the Study 
 

The current study focuses on heat transfer in aluminium window frames, which 

have a high thermal transmittance. Because, among the window frames detailed in 

Chapter 1.2, as the thermal conductivity value is high, one of the most important frames 

in which thermal performance needs to be improved is the aluminium window frames. 

In addition, according to PÜKAD (Pencere ve Kapı Sektörü Derneği)40 Turkey 

windows and glass market report 2016, in non-residential structures is indicated for use 

in aluminium by 64%. To improve the thermal performance of the aluminium window 

frame, some improvement strategies were provided to reduce heat transfer and thermal 

transmittance value. In particular, the thermal properties of the materials used in the 

frame and which affect the thermal performance of the window and the air cavities were 

emphasized.  

CFD simulations were performed in ANSYS FLUENT to examine the results of 

the proposed improvement strategies. Temperature distribution graphs and numerical 

results were discussed and explained in detail. This evaluation was independent of the 

glass unit and its thermal performance. 

In the first chapter, the introductory information was provided with energy 

consumption in buildings and the contribution of windows to this consumption. 

Furthermore, the historical development of the window, the general features of the 

window frame materials used today was examined. 
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In Chapter 2, previous relevant studies and the standards used in these studies was 

examined in depth. Each of the window elements was evaluated but the particular 

emphasis on heat transfer in window frames.  

In Chapter 3, heat transfer mechanisms were analysed and explained numerically. 

Besides, aluminium as a frame material was described in detail. 

In Chapter 4, the details of the simulation studies were given and the simulation 

tool was explained. The settings used in the simulation, boundary conditions, material 

properties were tabulated and the frame geometry was introduced. Additionally, the 

strategies for reducing heat transfer in the aluminium window frame were also 

described. 

In Chapter 5, the results of the strategies proposed were given and various 

comparisons were made. Improvement results are explained in detail. 

In Chapter 6, a number of conclusions were reached and also some 

recommendations were made for further studies. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1. Thermal Performance of Glass Unit 

 

The component that affects the window thermal performance is the glass unit due 

to the excess of the area it covers and the low thermal resistance. For this reason, 

research on Glass Technologies continues increasing and there are many researches on 

this subject. In recent years, the thermal performance of the window has been improved 

with strategies such as the use of glass coated with coloured, reflective, low-emission 

material, the use of gases such as argon, krypton with low thermal conductivity in the 

glass cavities, and the use of glass with a hot edge.  

Arıcı M. et al.3 investigated heat transfer and fluid flow in double, triple and 

quadruple pane windows. Calculations were carried out depending on six different gap 

widths and the outdoor air temperature corresponding to four different winter dry bulb 

temperature in different climatic zones in Turkey and radiation heat transfer were not 

included. The results showed that the temperature profile and the flow structure in the 

cavities of the multiple glass windows were different. The use of triple or quadruple 

pane windows in place of the double glazed window can save approximately 50% or 

67% energy. When we examine the literature, similar studies can be found4–7.  

 

2.1.1. Thermal Performance of Glass Unit with Frame 
 

Lechowska A. and Schnotale J8. analysed the effect of the thin glass pane placed 

in the space between the divisions at the bottom part of the double glass. First of all, 

simulation and test results on three models (50 mm of height plate, 100 mm of height 

added plate, standard double glazing) showed that this method improved the 

temperature distribution on internal pane surface. This improvement was about 2K at 
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the inner glass surface temperature in the bottom of the glass. Then, four models were 

created and simulated using the PVC frame.  

  Standard double glazed window with a traditional aluminium spacer,  

  Standard double glazed window with thermally broken aluminium spacer (two 

parts of aluminium spacer separated with polyurethane),  

  Double glazed window with additional 50 mm in height glass pane inserted 

between the internal and external panes in the lower part of the glazing, window with a 

traditional aluminium spacer,  

  Double glazed window with additional 50 mm in height glass pane inserted 

between the internal and external panes in the lower part of the glazing, window with 

the thermally broken spacer. 

In the results, the window thermal transmittance value did not differ significantly 

among models but it had improved the internal surface temperature.  

In another study, Elek L. and Kovacs Z.9 examined the effect of the modernisation 

of glass coating on the overall U-factor components and the components of glass inner 

surface temperature in a wood frame window with a 68 mm profile depth. To examine 

the effect of the glass part on the overall U-factor, they formed three double models 

with air, argon and Krypton fill, as well as internal glass surface temperature. In each of 

the three materials, they divide the cavity of one of the two models with a film (heat 

mirror) of 0.08 mm thick.  

First, they replaced the glass unit in the model with an insulation panel with 

thermal conductivity of 0.35 W/mK as specified in ISO 10077-2 and calculated the 

thermal transmittance (Uf) of the frame. Secondly, by using the glass unit, the linear 

thermal transmittance value is calculated according to ISO 10077-1. Using these two 

results, the overall thermal permeability (Uw) of the window was calculated. Then, 

frame (Uf) and the edge of glazing (Ue) thermal permeability were calculated according 

to ISO 15099 by using the same model.  

When the results were examined, it was observed that there was no significant 

difference in the isotherms and continuous temperature diagrams. However, the 

important point for researchers was how the improvement in glass insulation affected 

the risk of condensation without changing the frame. According to the results, it was 
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seen that the gain obtained with the heat mirror is increased by the use of thermally 

superior filler gas. This was a good example of the use of high-performance glass in 

unchanging casement systems. Krypton-filled gases provided the best results depending 

on the gas gap thickness and can be improved by the use of heat mirrors.  

 

2.2. Thermal Performance of Curtain Wall System 
 

Curtain wall systems have emerged with the change of technological and aesthetic 

understanding. The curtain walls as a building component were used after steel and 

reinforced concrete had used in the building sector. Curtain walls are preferred for high-

rise buildings because they have a thin facade instead of thick concrete walls, which 

reduces the building load and increases the usage area within the building. Curtain walls 

are different from windows because they have larger glass surfaces and different heat 

flow in connection elements and complex component. EN ISO 12631 has been 

developed for the calculation of the thermal transmittance of curtain wall systems. 

Aluminium and steel are the two main framing materials used in the curtain walls. 

Aluminium is a lightweight material and it provides design flexibility. Steel is three 

times harder than aluminium and it provides wider openings with lesser and narrower 

profiles. In order to improve the thermal performance of the steel frame in curtain wall 

systems, Oh J. et al.10 investigated different design strategies according to ISO 12631 

standards by the simulation method. Five main situations and their variations had been 

created for roll-formed and T-bar welded frame profiles. Heat profile types did not 

affect the thermal transmittance of the curtain wall (Ucw) too much, a difference was 

found between 2.14% - 4.13%. Rabbet space improvements had been a more effective 

strategy than heat profile type changing. They confirmed their simulation results with 

experiments and calculations on three different samples.  

Jung M. et al.11 studied on thirty office building which was built new in Korea. 

Twenty-four cases which were created with eight different frame ratio and three 

different glass types analysed and compared according to ISO 12631 standards. This 

study aimed to investigate how much inconsistency can be observed in the evaluation of 

thermal performance on curtain wall systems and to examine the effect of these 

inconsistencies on thermal permeability of frame ratio. As a result of the study, it was 
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found that the thermal transmittance of the curtain wall was higher when a higher frame 

rate was used, which leads to low thermal performance.  

Insulation efficiency in high-rise buildings is more critical than low-rise buildings 

because when the height of the building increases, the convective heat transfer 

coefficient increases.  Before the ISO 12631 standards, thermal mock-up tests were used 

to reduce cold bridge and moisture condensation, as there was no fixed standard detail 

for curtain walls. In their study, No S. et al.12 primarily aimed to understand the 

differences between the results of thermal mock-up tests and simulation results. They 

then examined the differences between the simulation results and aimed to reduce the 

differences with the methods they proposed. When the results of the study were 

examined, the simulation method, which considers the effects of convection and 

radiation, had closer values to mock-up tests. As the condensation increased, the 

difference between the simulation and test results increased more.  The curtain wall 

frame, where condensation occurs, has low thermal performance due to leakage from 

the sealant material or insufficient installation. 

 

2.3. Thermal Performance of Installation Thermal Bridges 
 

The energy performance of the windows is evaluated by the thermal conductivity 

of the spacers as well as the overall heat transfer coefficients of the glass and the 

frames. Besides, the method of window installation, the method of insulating the 

window frame and the position of the window according to the surface of the external 

wall affect the overall thermal performance of the window. The area where the windows 

connected to the outer wall is one of the thermal bridges in which heat loss is most 

common in the building. The thermal bridges on the window wall connection cover 

17% of the total heat loss on thermal bridges13.  

Cappelletti F. et al.14 investigated the presence of thermal losses due to frame 

installation according to ISO 10211 standards. For this reason, they compared the 

window position according to the surface of the outer wall in the wooden framed 

window installed on the clay block wall; internal, intermediate and external. Also, they 

compared three different conditions for each frame position related to the insulation of 

the window air gap; without insulation, with insulation and with insulation over the 
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fixed frame. The results showed that the heat transfer coefficient decreased by 70-75% 

depending on the frame position and its insulation. The lowest thermal conductivity 

value, k = 0.02 W/mK was acquired for the window installed with the face of the 

external wall and for the use of insulation over the window frame. It was explained that 

the air cavity effect is essential in this decrease.  

 

2.4. Window Thermal Performance Standards 
 

Many standards have been developed around the world to evaluate the thermal 

performance of windows. All the studies have been prepared based on at least one of 

these standards. There are many studies in the literature describing these standards and 

comparing them with each other.  

Blanusa P. et al.15 compared two different two-dimensional frame/spacer heat 

transfer methods used in North America which is called ASHRAE and Europe which is 

called ISO 10077-2. In the 1990s two organizations, first ASHRAE, later ISO, 

independently embarked on the development of fenestration thermal transmittance 

calculation standards. Those standards differ inherently in their considerations of the 

effect of the glazing spacer on the thermal transfer through the frame and the 

conferenced glass layers. Most notably, the ASHRAE standards do not only consider 

the effect of the glazing spacer on the thermal transfer from the frame but also specify 

that the thermal transfer from the glass in an edge of glass zone is impacted, which is 

situated 63.5 mm away from the glazing and frame sightline. Contrarily, the ISO 

standard postulates a linear proportional relationship between additional thermal 

transfer from the presence of the glazing spacer and the distances of the glazing/frame 

line of sight, which, again is, a linear proportional function of the overall length of the 

glazing spacer. Besides, although the two methods have different boundary conditions 

as shown in the Table 2.1, the calculations showed that there were slight differences 

between the thermal transmittance values. The studies were conducted independently by 

three researchers had shown that this difference was 3% or less. According to the results 

of the analysis, the total thermal transmittance differences between the two methods 

decreased as the window area increased. 
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Table 2.1. Boundary conditions of ISO & ASHRAE. (Source: Blanusa P. et al.15) 

 
ISO boundary conditions on the inside surface 

Tin °C hin (W/m2°C) 

20 7.69 

ISO boundary conditions on the outside surface 

Tout °C hout (W/m2°C) 

0 25 

  

 

ASHRAE boundary conditions on the inside surface 

Aluminium frame Glazing sections 

Tin °C hin (W/m2°C) Tin °C hin (W/m2°C) 

21.11 8.29   21.11 7.602 

ASHRAE boundary conditions on the outside surface 

Tout °C       hout (W/m2°C) 

-17.769       28.656 
 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has been working on the 

thermal transmittance (U-factor in North America, U-value in Western Europe) of the 

fenestration (windows, doors, and ceiling windows) systems since the early 1980s. 

These standards are used to assess the thermal transmittance of windows and doors or as 

part of the determination of energy use of a building. The thermal performance of the 

windows depends on the interaction between the thermal and geometrical properties of 

the frame and its components. Thermal transmittance is appraised by the international 

standard ISO 10077. The first part of ISO 1007716 is used to calculate the thermal 

transmittance of windows and pedestrian doors consisting of glass and opaque panels 

mounted on a shutter and panel frame.  This section does not include the effects of solar 

radiation, heat transfer caused by air leakage, condensation calculation, and ventilation 

of air spaces in double and combined windows, the surrounding parts of an oriental 

window. It is therefore only used for the initial estimation of thermal transmittance. The 

second part of ISO 1007717 is used to calculate the thermal transmittance of the frame 

profiles and the linear thermal transmittance of the glass or opaque panels. These 

calculations do not include the effects of three-dimensional heat transfer, such as solar 

radiation, heat transfer caused by air leakage, or point metallic connections. The effects 

of thermal bridges between the frame and the building structure are not included. 

Malvoni M. et al.18 demonstrated an accurate calculation method based on ISO 

10077-2 using ANSYS FLUENT 14.5 to investigate the thermal performance of 

window frames. The proposed numerical model was applied to ten frames and, as 

recommended in the standard, air solid material was used instead of ideal air gas. The 
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results showed the accuracy of the applied method and demonstrated its usability in the 

design of new products with higher thermal performance.  

Gustavsen A. et al.19 examined the differences between ISO 10077-2 and ISO 

15099 and investigated ways of extracting the best frame heat transfer algorithm from 

these two standards. Table 2.2 showed the similarities and differences between these 

two standards. Although they are conceptually similar, the results could differ due to 

procedures used to calculate heat transfer in cavities. As a result, the authors thought 

that they are fundamentally similar, although ISO 15099 is more specific and uses well-

documented correlations. 

Noye P. et al.20 investigated the importance of the method used to model the heat 

transfer with the radiation exchange in the internal cavities of the profiles because the 

internal cavities have a significant effect on the overall thermal performance of the 

frame profile. They worked on two standard aluminium and PVC windows with internal 

cavities. The boundary conditions are set to ISO 10077-2. The glass unit in the frame 

was replaced with an insulation panel and thermal properties were entered suitable for 

the materials. Heat transfer coefficients were measured in laboratories in Germany. In 

the simulation part, two cases were modelled. In Case 1, convection and radiation 

changes were modelled according to ISO 10077-2. The convection and radiation models 

applied in ISO 10077-2 are relatively simple. Both are based on the conversion of all 

spaces into rectangular spaces with the same area and the same aspect ratio. In Case 2, 

while the convection change was modelled according to ISO 10077-2 and the radiation 

change was modelled according to ISO 15099. Researches for profiles with significant 

internal cavities indicate that radiation changes in the internal cavities have a significant 

effect on overall thermal performance. ISO 15099 defines a radiation model where 

treats cavities as diffuse based on detailed and view factor, grey body enclosures. 

Unlike ISO 10077-2, it takes into account the actual geometry of the cavities.  

The results were compared in Table 2.3. There was a significant difference 

between Case 1 and Case 2 and the result of Case 2 was closer to the measurement 

results. The most significant difference was observed in the aluminium profile because 

of the critical cavity around the glass bearing and the emissivity value of aluminium. 
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Table 2.2. Similarities and differences between the frame procedures in ISO 10077-2 

and ISO 15099. (Source: Gustavsen A. et al.19) 

 

Effect ISO 10077-2 ISO 15099 

2-D conduction 

Accounted for using finite 

element/difference 

techniques. Discussion on 

geometric representation 

limited. References ISO 

10211-1 to determine whether 

mesh is appropriately refined; 

focus of this document is not 

windows but wall sections. 

Accounted for using finite 

element / difference 

techniques. Discussion on 

modelling curved and angular 

elements included. Mesh must 

so fine that the 

calculated thermal 

transmittance is within 1% of 

an extrapolated transmittance. 

3-D conduction Not addressed. 

Addressed in an approximate 

procedure to calculate heat 

transfer effects of point 

thermal bridges like bolts, etc. 

2-D radiation 
Correlations for “parallel 

surfaces” used. 

Correlations for “parallel 

surfaces” used (similar to 

10077-2). Guidance provided 

on how to divide complex 

cavities and how to calculate 

average emissivity in frame 

cavities with surfaces with 

different emissivity. View-

factor radiation model 

presented as an option for 

products which project 

significantly from the plane of 

the windows (i.e. greenhouse 

or garden windows). 

 

 

(cont. on next page) 
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Table 2.2  (cont.) 

 

3-D radiation Not addressed. 

Provides approximate 

procedure to account for 3-D 

radiation heat transfer on 

indoor surfaces. 

2-D/3-D convection within 

individual frame elements 

 

Single set of correlations 

presented for vertical and 

horizontal frame cavity 

elements (i.e. sills, heads, 

jambs, etc.). There is no 

source of these correlations, 

but they are believed to be 

based on the simplified 

treatment of vertical frame 

cavities (i.e. jambs). 

Separate correlations for 

vertical and horizontal 

cavities presented. However, 

all correlations are based on 

2-D cavities. 

 

3-D convection (between 

frame elements) 

Not addressed. 

 

Not addressed. 

 

Boundary conditions 

(frame surface) 

 

Fixed values used. Simplified 

treatment of radiation used. 

 

Temperature dependent 

convective film coefficients 

determined and detailed 

radiation model presented. 

Boundary conditions: Cavities 

continuously (well) ventilated 

to indoors or outdoors 

Same boundary conditions as 

frame surfaces used. 

 

Same boundary conditions as 

frame surfaces used. 

 

Cavities no continuously 

(slightly) ventilated to indoors 

or outdoors 

 

Uses an effective conductivity 

based on similar shaped 

cavity treated as a frame 

cavity with increased 

conductivity. 

Same treatment as in 10077-2. 

 

Cavities connected with 

“throats” 

“Throat” less than 2 mm 

treated as separate cavities 

 

“Throat” less than 5 mm 

treated as separate cavities. 

Nu > 1.2 used as additional 

criteria. 
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Table 2.3. The Thermal resistance of frame measured and calculated values. 

(Source: Noye P. et al.20) 

 

Resistance frame 
 

Measurements Calculations 
 

Without surface resistance     Case 1  Case 2 

Aluminium profile, [m2K/W] 0.225   0.184 +/- 0.0015 0.225 +/- 0.005 

PVC profile,[m2K/W]   0.507 
 

0.480 +/- 0.013 0.519 +/- 0.013 
 

 

2.5. Thermal Performance of Window Frame 
 

Lechowska A., Schnotale J. and Baldinelli G.21 examined the PVC window frame, 

which involved a large part of the market, and presented two different ways to improve 

the thermal performance of the window frame. One is to place polyurethane foam into 

the air gaps in PVC frame and the other is to place a low emissivity coating material on 

the inside PVC frame cavities. They made three different models in the CFD Analysis 

program to make the analyses. The standard PVC frame (Model 1), two air spaces filled 

with polyurethane foam with the same geometry (Model 2), and finally four spaces 

filled with polyurethane foam (Model 3). 

During the two-dimensional simulation, triple glazing was mounted on the frame. 

Mesh geometry was created with 218000 elements in all three models. The boundary 

conditions were determined according to EN ISO 10077-2 standards. After the CFD 

analysis results were obtained, the experimental calorimetric chamber measurement was 

performed to verify the results. When the measurements and simulation results were 

compared, 3.3% errors were observed. After comparing the results, additional 

simulations were made to increase the energy performance of the window. The first 

proposal was filled with polyurethane foam in air gaps without changing the mass 

geometry and mesh geometry. When we looked at the results, the standard window U-

value decreased from 1.098 to 0.804 W/m2K, 27% decrease was observed. The second 

proposal was to cover the interior surfaces of the air gaps in Model 1 with low 

emissivity material. The surface emissivity of the PVC frame in contact with air gaps 

was entered as 0.06. U value decreased from 1.098 to 0.792 W/m2K and 28% decrease 

was observed.  
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Appelfeld D., Hansen C. and Svendsen S.22 investigated the improvement of the 

window frame made of glass fibre reinforced polyester (GFRP) material. Three different 

frame designs were given for the analysis; structural performances and energy were 

calculated and compared with wood and aluminium frames. The energy performance 

assessment was divided into four stages. These stages: 

 Calculation of the U-value of the frame, 

 Calculation of the U-value of the window with triple glazing, 

 Calculation of the effect of solar radiation on the thermal transfer of windows, 

 Investigation of the effect of the window on the energy consumption of the 

building. 

U-values were calculated by using the finite element method (FEM) in the 

simulation program, Therm. The energy-saving potential of the frames had been 

analysed for the reference office building. The results showed that GFRP frame material 

with low thermal conductivity contributed to the energy performance of the window. At 

the same time, it showed high strength and durability. 

Van Den Bossche N., Buffel L. and Janssens A.23 had developed general window 

sections for PVC, aluminium and wood frames with Belgium construction industry and 

they defined and reviewed approaches to improve thermal performance for each 

window frame. They analysed three different window frames using two glasses with a 

thickness of 24 mm (double glazing 4-16-4) and 42 mm (triple glazing 4-15-4-15-4). 

Table 2.4 shows the results of different improvement strategies on the aluminium frame. 

The U-value was reduced from 2.775 W/m2K to 1.210 W/m2K and 56% reduction was 

provided.  

With the changes made on the PVC window frame, the U-value of the standard 

model was 1.503 W/m2K, while the correct improvement strategy techniques were 

chosen to reduce this value to 0.759 W/m2K and 50% reduction was provided. In the 

frame of the wooden window, they used hardwood because it was more durable and 

sensitive to later deterioration than softwood which is a better insulator. 
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Table 2.4. Optimization strategies for aluminium window frames. 

(Source: Van Den Bossche N., Buffel L. and Janssens A.23) 

 

Optimization strategies 
Uf-value 

(W/m2K) 

Improvement 

(%) 

start: model aluminium window frame 2.775 0 

A. optimization width of aluminium profile members 2.759 1 

B. thermal break (from k = 0.30 to k = 0.17 W/mK) 2.624 5 

C. extended thermal break (from 34 to 54 mm) 2.660 4 

D. dividing central gasket (depth cavities 6 mm) 2.713 2 

E1. Dividing thermal break (depth cavities 6 mm) 2.411 13 

E2. Insulation at thermal break (k = 0.035 W/mK) 2.336 16 

F1. Extended glazing sealing to block radiation 2.570 7 

F2. Shifted glazing (from 15 to 30 mm in glass rebate) 2.486 10 

F3. Insulation between glazing & frame (k = 0.035 W/mK) 2.475 11 

G. untreated aluminium in cavities (ε = 0.3) 2.499 10 

H. triple glazing 2.618 6 

combination A+B+C+D+E1+F1 1.709 38 

combination A+B+C+D+E1+F2 1.594 43 

combination A+B+C+D+E1+F3 1.518 45 

combination A+B+C+D+E2+F1 1.649 41 

combination A+B+C+D+E2+F3 1.473 47 

combination A+B+C+D+E2+F3+H 1.210 56 
 

 

Gustavsen A. et al.24 compared experimental studies, finite element method 

calculations (FEM) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations for heat 

transfer in high-performance windows and window frames. Five different frameworks 

were chosen;  

 One thermally-broken aluminium frame (Frame A)  

 Two thermally-broken wooden frame (Frame B and C)  

 One partially thermally-broken wooden frame (Frame D)  

 One frame made of polyvinylchloride (PVC) (Frame E) 
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Frames, except frames D and E, were tested with expanded polystyrene (EPS) 

foam board in the hot box and triple glass. Frame D was tested with double glazing 

only; frame E was tested with only one insulation panel. Although the same boundary 

conditions were used for the U value frame, it was stated that the differences between 

the experimental and simulation results could occur due to radiation and convection 

coefficients. The results of FEM and CFD were higher than the experimental results 

compared to the U value. The CFD results were closer to the experimental results. 

However, because of the different boundary conditions, there was no direct comparison 

between FEM and CFD. 

Among metal profiles, aluminium has a very low thermal resistance. For this 

reason, thermal bridges and air gaps are used to improve the thermal performance of 

window frames. Asdrubali F. et al.25 investigated the effect of the geometry and surface 

properties of the gaps in the aluminium frame for determining thermal performance. For 

this purpose, they used theoretical analysis based on ISO 10077-2, numerical analysis 

using CFD code and experimental analysis using hot box method.  

In the theoretical analysis, the effects of cavity dimensions and the emissivity 

values of the surface were examined. As a result, it was stated that the internal surface 

emissivity was extremely important for thermal performance. When the surface 

emissivity was changed between 0.9 and 0.06, the equivalent conductivity (radiation 

heat transfer) decreased 35% and thermal transmission decreased 18%. The numerical 

analysis applied to simulate the effect of the EPDM gaskets inserted into the interior 

cavities of the frame and to simulate a variation of the emissivity of the inner surfaces of 

the cavities. On the other hand, the experimental analysis showed that the numerical 

analysis on CFD was correct. The results indicated that the gaskets added to the air 

cavities of the aluminium frames increased the thermal transmittance. Thermal 

conductivity can be reduced by about 10% using a sufficient number of gasket that has 

the effect of reducing the dimensions of the cavities.  

Gustavsen A. et al.26 conducted simulation studies to analyse the effects of frame 

and edge of glass U-factors with different surface emissivities along with frame material 

and cavity conductivities. In their work, they analysed five different window frames 

shown in Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.5. Properties of the frames that were used. (Source: Gustavsen A. et al.26) 

 

Frame Structural material   Thermal break material 
 

Frame height (mm) 

A Aluminium Polyurethane (PUR) 110 

B Aluminium Polyamide 56 

C Wood Polyurethane (PUR) 94 

D Wood 94 

E  (PVC)       119 
 

 

All frames, except for frame B which was non-moveable, were inward-opening 

casement type. The frames were simulated with two Low-E coated triple glazing with a 

gap of 95% argon, 5% air, and emissivity of 0.037 and its U-factor was 0.710 W/m2K. 

The convection and radiation values in the frame cavity were calculated according to 

ISO 15099 and used the finite element method (FEM) to solve the conductive heat 

transfer equation. When the results were evaluated, it was observed that both the frame 

and the edge of glass U-factor decreased when the spacer conductivity decreased. They 

also explained that the improvement of thermal break materials used in the frames A, B, 

and C increase the thermal performance of the window. In Frame D, increasing the 

insulation dimension in the direction of heat flow also increased the thermal 

performance of the window. Reducing the emissivity value in Frame E also reduced the 

frame U-factor. 

As the frame has higher thermal transmittance than the glass unit, it has a 

considerable negative effect on the energy performance of the window. In this study, 

after examining the academic studies in the literature, the focus is on the aluminium 

window frame due to insufficient thermal bridges. Aluminium is a material with a very 

high thermal conductivity, and today, frames which have insufficient thermal 

performance are produced with the many other elements inside of the frame. Numerical 

analyses were performed to examine the effect of these elements on the thermal 

performance of the window and to improve the thermal performance of the window. In 

addition, the convection effect in the air cavities in the aluminium profile is quite high 

and the reduction of this has a positive effect on the overall thermal performance of the 

window. These air cavities have been another subject dealt with in this study due to the 

inadequacy of academic studies. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIAL 
 

3.1. Description of Heat Transfer Mechanisms 

 

The first law of thermodynamics, also known as the conservation of energy, states 

that energy cannot be created or destroyed; only the form can be changed. According to 

the second law of thermodynamics, if there is a temperature difference between the two 

environments, the heat passes from the high-temperature environment to the low-

temperature environment. This means the heat flow from the warm interior to the cold 

exterior in the winter and the heat flow in the full course direction in the summer in the 

built environment. The rate of heat transfer depends on the difference in ambient 

temperatures as well as thermophysical properties of the heat transfer environment. Heat 

is carried out in three different ways: conduction, convection and radiation.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Heat transfer through the window. (Source: Homepower Magazine41) 
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Figure 3.1 shows the heat transfer mechanism in the window. Most of the energy 

loss in a standard window is caused by radiation passing through the glazing. There is 

also a small amount of loss through convection within the glazing cavity. Large glazing 

cavities, air within the cavity is warmed by inner pane and warming air rises and 

changes with more cold air. Thus, a convection current is generated which transfers heat 

from the inner pane to the outer pane. The heat is conducted through the window frame 

and the transmission rate depends on the frame material. After radiation, air leakage 

causes the most significant heat loss from existing windows.  

 

3.1.1. Conduction Heat Transfer  
 

It is the transmission of the energy passing through the particles in contact with 

each other from high energy level to low energy level, between the regions of the 

different temperature of an object. It is the energy transfer which occurs as a result of 

the vibration of molecules in solid bodies such as glass and frame. The rate of heat 

conduction through a medium depends on the geometry, thickness, material and the 

temperature difference in the environment.  

Heat conduction can be calculated using by Eqn. 3.1 42, where k is the thermal 

conductivity of the material (W/mK). Thermal conductivity (k) of a material can be 

defined as the heat transfer rate which passes through the unit thickness per unit area per 

unit temperature difference and it can be found Eqn. 3.2, where d is the cavity depth 

(Figure 3.2) and Rs is the thermal resistance of the cavity which is given in Eqn. 3.3, 

where ha is the convective heat transfer coefficient and hr is the radiative heat transfer 

coefficient17 . 

 

 
(3.1) 

  

 
(3.2) 
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(3.3) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2. Section of the rectangular cavity. (Source: ISO 10077-217)  

 

3.1.2. Convection Heat Transfer  
 

If a fluid is moving over a solid surface having different temperature from the 

fluid, heat transfer occurs by convection. The convection heat transfer depends on the 

fluid properties, flow rate and temperature difference. The convection takes place 

between a different moving medium and the surrounding surface and it is the heat 

transfer that occurs as a result of the movement of liquids or gases. The rate of 

convection heat transfer is expressed by Newton's law of cooling as it is proportional to 

the temperature difference. It is defined in Eqn. 3.4, where h is the convection heat 

transfer coefficient (W/m2K), As is the surface area which convection heat transfer takes 

place, Ts is the surface temperature and T∞ is the temperature of the fluid42.  

 

 (3.4) 

 

The convection heat transfer coefficient (h) is not a property of the fluid. Its value 

is an experimentally and theoretically determined parameter that depends on all the 

factors affecting convection such as the surface geometry, the nature of the fluid 
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movement, the properties of the fluid and the bulk fluid velocity. For an enclosure of 

window frame, convection heat transfer coefficient can be found with Eqn. 3.5, where 

C1 is 0.025 W/mK and C2 is 0.73 W/m2K4/3, d is the cavity depth (Figure 3.2) and ΔT is 

the maximum surface temperature difference in the cavity 17.  

 

 (3.5) 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3. Change of convection heat transfer coefficient and the temperature 

difference between surfaces as a function of cavity depth. 

 

Figure 3.3 shows the variation of the convection heat transfer coefficient (ha) as a 

function of the cavity depth (d) for divergent temperature differences (ΔT) varying 

from 1 to 25 Kelvin. At very low values of the cavity depth, the change does not 

depend on the ΔT as the heat exchange is guided by the conduction resistance. As the 

cavity depth increases, the heat transfer becomes the ΔT function which remains 

constant as the cavity shape changes 25. 
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3.1.3. Radiation Heat Transfer  
 

Window surfaces emit thermal radiation in all direction. The amount of heat 

transfer by radiation depends on temperature and emissivity values and the view factors 

of the surfaces. Radiation heat transfer coefficient can be calculated using Eqn. 3.6 17,  

 

 (3.6) 

 

where, 

σ = 5.67 x 10-8 W/m2K4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,  

 

 

and ε1 and ε2 are the emissivities of the surface, E is the inter surface emittance, F is the 

view of the factor for a rectangular section (Figure 3.2).  

 

 
 

Figure 3.4. Change of radiation heat transfer coefficient as a function of surface 

emissivities. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the trend of radiation heat transfer coefficient as a function of 

two surface emissivities (for simplicity they are admitted as an equal). Different curves 

for different d/b ratios are shown and reference temperature is accepted as 10°C in 

Figure 3.425. Radiation heat transfer in the cavity causes a greater change with the 

emissivity when d/b ratio decreases. Radiation heat transfer coefficient is greatly 

influenced by the emissivities values of the inner surface of the cavity. Even one low 

emissivity surface is sufficient to substantially reduce the heat transfer in the cavity.  

 

3.2. Thermal Transmittance of the Window Frame 

 

The most common way of grading fenestration products is thermal transmittance. 

It is a value that shows the insulation level of all materials and changes in each material. 

Thermal transmittance is the most important feature expected from insulation products 

and low value is one of the reasons for preference for this material.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.5. Three regions of the window. (Source: Veka Inc.43) 
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Even if there is no solar radiation or air leakage, heat transfer from windows is 

more complicated than it appears. The reason for this is that the structure and 

characteristics of the frame are quite different from the glass. Heat transfer from the 

frame and the edge of the glass adjacent to the frame is two-dimensional. When 

analysing the heat transfer, it is necessary to think of the window in three regions: the 

centre of glass, the edge of glass and the frame regions (Figure 3.5)42. 

The total window U-value according to ASHRAE can be calculated using Eqn. 

3.7, where Ucg is the centre-of-glass U-value, Uf is the frame U-value, Ueg is the edge of 

glass U-value and Acg, Af, Aeg and At express the centre-of-glass area, the frame area, the 

edge-of-glass area and the total window area, respectively44.  

 

 
(3.7) 

 

 

Centre of glass U-value can be found with Eqn. 3.8, where hi, ho are indoor and 

outdoor glass surface heat transfer coefficients, L is the glass thickness (m), k is the 

thermal conductivity.  

 

 (3.8) 

 

 

Frame and edge-of-glass U-value can be calculated with Eqn. 3.9 and Eqn. 3.10, 

where  and are the heat flow rates through the frame and edge-of-glass, Lf is the 

length of the frame area, Leg is the length of edge-of-glass, Ti and Te define the interior 

and exterior temperatures 44. 

 

 
(3.9) 

 

 

 
(3.10) 
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On the other hand, according to ISO, the total window U-value can be calculated 

using Eqn. 3.11, where Ug is the centre-of-glass U-value, Uf is the frame U-value and 

Ag, Af, express the centre-of-glass area, the frame area 44. 

 

 
(3.11) 

 

 

Linear thermal transmittance (Ψ) is given in Eqn. 3.12, where L2D is the thermal 

coupling coefficient, Ug is the centre-of-glass U-value, bf is the width of the frame and 

bg is the width of the glass. Uf is the heat transfer coefficient of the frame and can be 

found by Eqn. 3.13, where  is the coupling coefficient of the frame, Up is the thermal 

transmittance of the panel and bp is the width of the panel 17.  

 

 (3.12) 

 

 
(3.13) 

 

 

Frame U-values calculated in Eqn. 3.9 and 3.13 get different results. The reason 

for this difference is that in one of the methods is simulated with real glass, while the 

other is simulated with an insulating panel. In this study, simulation studies were carried 

out according to ISO 10077-2 standards.   

 

3.2.1. Thermal Transmittance Values Classification 
 

In Chapter 3.2, the importance of heat transfer coefficient (U-value) in 

fenestration systems is explained. The U-values of the window frame is one of the 

parameters that should be considered when considering the thermal performance of the 

structure. As a result of many years of research in America and Europe, the window U-

values have reached very low values. In many countries, there are different U-values 
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that are standardized, which are accepted depending on different parameters. Table 3.1 

shows the window U-values that are accepted in different countries. 

 

Table 3.1. Accepted window U-values in Europe. 

 

COUNTRY 
CLIMATE 

REGION 
WINDOW U-VALUE 

ENGLAND45 1 climate region 

Aluminium and 

steel windows 

PVC and timber 

windows 

2.2 W/m2K 2.0 W/m2K 

TURKEY46 4 climate region 2.8 W/m2K 

FINLAND47 1 climate region 
Heated space Partly heated space 

1.8 W/m2K 2.8 W/m2K 

GERMANY48 1 climate region 1.3 W/m2K 

DENMARK49 1 climate region 1.8 W/m2K 

SWEDEN50 1 climate region 1.2 W/m2K 

ROMANIA51 1 climate region 1.3 W/m2K 

 

 

In a cold country like Finland, it is important that the U-value is quite low. 

Thermal transmittance coefficient of a window in a heated space can be a maximum of 

1.8 W/m2K and a maximum of 2.8 W/m2K in partly heated space. The accepted U-value 

for aluminium and steel windows in England is 2.2 W/m2K and 2.0 W/m2K for PVC 

and timber windows. In Turkey, according to TS-825 "Thermal Insulation 

Requirements for Buildings" regulation, U-value of the window is adopted as 2.8 

W/m2K for four climate zones. For Turkey which has four different climate zones, one 

single U-value specified is inadequate. 
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3.3. Aluminium as a Frame Material 

 

Aluminium is the most abundant element in the earth after oxygen and silicon. 

Aluminium, known for centuries, was separated from its components by electrolysis in 

1886 and started to be used for industrial needs. Today, aluminium is the most widely 

used metal after steel/iron. Pure aluminium is very soft. The alloy is formed by mixing 

in other materials to make it stronger52.  

Aluminium is widely used in many sectors like fenestration. It is becoming more 

popular for buildings to be used in curtain walls, suspended ceilings, doors and 

windows due to aesthetics features, durability and lightweight. If the wood frame is not 

protected in humid and rainfall areas, it can cause non-repairable damage. The use of 

PVC frame is not suitable in regions where high-temperature differences between the 

night and day or between the seasons. On the other hand, the aluminium frame is the 

most suitable material against all climate conditions and environmental conditions53. 

The properties of the aluminium as a frame material are described in Chapter 1.2.3. The 

most negative aspect of aluminium frame is the high thermal transmittance. For this 

reason, the transfer mechanisms in aluminium window frames which are widely used 

today are studied in this study.  

 

3.3.1. Aluminium Window Frames Varieties 
 

The frame heat transfer coefficient is influenced by many parameters, such as the 

combination of material used for frame production, window shape, window dimensions, 

glass width and spacer types54. The window shape used in the buildings is different 

according to the climatic conditions, culture, manufacturing techniques and materials. 

The most commonly used aluminium frame windows according to opening types in 

today's architecture are shown in Figure 3.6. 

The opening shapes of the windows are determined by the position of the window 

in the building and the user requirements. In this study, tilt and turn window frame 

which is one of the most preferred opening types according to user requirements was 

selected. The significant benefit of these types of windows is that it is safe for small 
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children and pets, as well as prevents intruders from entering the house. In these types 

of aluminium windows, sashes can be open in different ways. They can be opened as a 

turn window in the side-edge axis and also can be opened as the top hung window in 

down-edge axis thanks to the double opening mechanisms. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6. Aluminium windows according to opening types. 

(Source: Reynaers Aluminium55) 
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGY 
 

4.1. CFD Simulations 

 

ANSYS software is finite element software that can be used to simulate the 

interactions of physics with all the disciplines such as fluid mechanics, heat transfer and 

vibration. ANSYS allows simulating working conditions, allowing products to be tested 

in a virtual environment without producing prototypes. Besides, it is possible to 

determine the weak points of the structures, to realize life calculations and predict 

possible problems as a result of 3D simulations56.  

In this study, ANSYS FLUENT CFD software release 19.157 was used to evaluate 

the heat flux passing through the frames. The steps used to evaluate the thermal 

performance of aluminium window frames are listed below. 

1. Definition of the geometric model and then preparing the mesh structure, 

2. The setting of boundary conditions, 

3. Explaining the improvement strategies, 

4. Examination of the simulation results. 

The parameters set for CFD simulations are shown in Table 4.1. The following 

settings are used; 

 “Steady condition” was adjusted for fixed wall temperature on the frame and 

insulation panel.  

 Energy and atmospheric pressure (101,325 Pa) were activated.  

 Incompressible ideal gas was selected as a fluid because in the natural 

convection problems, the change of density with temperature directs the flow. 

The changes in pressure on the domain are minimal and the effects on density 

can be neglected. Therefore, the incompressible ideal gas density formulation 

can be used instead of the fully compressible ideal gas model58. 
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 Gravity was activated as a -9.81 m/s2 in the y direction. It is necessary for 

natural convection.  

 

Table 4.1. Details of the settings used in the CFD model. 

                

Solver 2D double precision  

Fluid Incompressible ideal-gas 

Energy On 

Time Step Steady 

Solver type Pressure based 

Pressure 101325 Pa 

Gravity - 9.81 m/s2 in Y direction 

Total number of element 922,160 

Skewness 0.056 

  Unit       Temperature (°C)   
 

 

4.2. Geometry  

 

The aluminium window used in the current study belongs to IQ Aluminium 

Systems by deceuninck, which works on aluminium windows and door systems in 

Turkey59. Tilt and turn window frame which is most preferred opening types according 

to user needs in Turkey was selected.  The frame cross-section shown in Figure 4.1 has 

a height of 91mm and a width of 62.5 mm. The insulation panel which is matched as the 

glass section has a thickness of 24 mm and a length of at least 190 mm.  

The thermal breaks that connect the inner and outer profiles of the aluminium 

frame were achieved by polyamide 6.6 with 25% glass fibre. Continuous elements of 

the window frame were considered; the rebate seal between sash and frame, the central 

gasket, the internal and external gasket of glass (Figure 4.2). The presence of gaskets is 

to avoid the conduction heat transfer through the aluminium and to break the cavities 

and to reduce their depth and hence their equivalent conductivity25.  

Geometry was modelled by using “ANSYS Design Modeller”. Opening 

mechanisms, grooves and sills were not included in the model. Several changes had 
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been made on the aluminium skeleton geometry. This was primarily done to shorten the 

simulation time and to have a broader applicability of the results.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.1. Cross-section of the frame 
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Figure 4.2. Cross-section of the frame. While the dark blue elements describe the 

aluminium skeleton, the black elements display polyamide thermal breaks 

and the light grey elements show the settlement of EPDM gaskets. The 

light blue elements are the air cavities while the dark grey element is the 

insulation panel. 

 

4.3. Meshing  

 

The purpose of the mesh is to divide a mixed volume into small pieces that the 

simulation can carry out. The aim is to facilitate the solution of the differential equation. 

Therefore, the accuracy of the results obtained in the finite element method depends on 

the type of element and the number of elements in the network. Errors based on the 

mesh structure cause the simulation to fail. Mesh is a network of element and dots and 

the accuracy of the solution depend on this network structure. In order to obtain 

accurate results, attention should be paid to element type, the number of element and 

calculation time60. 
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Grid of generation was prepared by using “ANSYS Meshing”. When the complex 

geometry of the frame was considered, mesh study was carried out up to 1,500,000 

elements. Since the changes in the temperature values after the number of elements of 

922,160 were negligible, this element number was used throughout all simulations 

(Figure 4.3). The element size in the insulating panel was 0.00015 while the others were 

0.00008. Mesh quality was controlled by skewness. Skewness gives the ratio between 

the existing mesh structure and the optimum mesh structure and takes values from 0 to 

1. The closer this value is to zero, the better the mesh quality. In the study, the skewness 

value was 0.056 and mesh quality was highly satisfactory (Figure 4.4). 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3. Change of temperature value according to the number of elements. 
 

     
 

Figure 4.4. Part of mesh structure of the frame. 
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4.4. Boundary Conditions 
 

The boundary conditions in the simulation are set according to ISO10077-2 

standards17 as shown in Table 4.2. Convection heat transfer coefficients were set as 25 

W/m2K for the outer surface and 7.7 W/m2K for the inner surface. Air temperatures 

were fixed at 0°C and 20°C, respectively, for the outside and inside environments. 

Upper and lower border surfaces were considered as an adiabatic. For the evaluation of 

sole frame thermal transmittance, the 24 mm wide double glass was replaced with an 

insulating panel with a thermal conductivity value of 0.035 W/mK as specified in ISO 

10077-2.  

 

Table 4.2. Boundary conditions used in simulations. (Source: ISO 10077-217). 

External  Internal  

Temperature 0°C 20°C 

Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient 25 W/m2K 7.7 W/m2K 
 

 

The thermophysical properties of the existing frame materials shown in the Table 

4.3 were entered by following ISO 10456 standards 35.  

 

Table 4.3. Frame material conductivity and density values. (Source: ISO 1045635). 

 

  Density Thermal Conductivity 

(kg/m3) (W/mK) 

Aluminium 2,800 160 

EPDM 1,150 0.25 

Polyamide 1,450 0.30 

Insulation Panel 50 0.035 
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4.5. Proposed Improvement Strategies 

 

Two different strategies are presented to examine the heat changes occurring in 

the aluminium frame and to improve the thermal transmittance of the aluminium 

window frame without changing the frame geometry. The first strategy presented is to 

improve the thermal transmittance value of the aluminium window frame by improving 

the thermal conductivity values of the gasket and the thermal break materials. 

The thermal break is the element produced from the resin or plastic material 

placed in the window frame, which physically separates the inside of the window frame 

from the outside. The primary importance is the resistance to conductive energy loss. 

The thermal break is a material with low thermal conductivity placed between highly 

conductive elements to reduce heat transfer and thermal conductivity value cannot be 

greater than 0.52 W/mK 61. The thermally broken aluminium window is a window 

frame insulated against heat and cold. In the aluminium window frame used in the 

current study, thermal break material is polyamide 6.6 with 25% glass fibre is used as 

previously mentioned. 

The primary purpose of the gaskets used in the window frame is to prevent air, 

water, wind, noise and dust from the cavities. Glazing gasket used in the points where 

the glass comes into contact with the aluminium profiles, allows the glass to be attached 

to the profile while preventing the glass breakage which may occur due to physical 

reasons 53. The material of all gaskets in the window frame used in the present study is 

EPDM as previously mentioned.  

For the first proposed strategy, only the thermal break material was replaced with 

an alternative material. Then, only the gasket material EPDM has been replaced with 

Natural Rubber. The physical properties of all materials are shown in Table 4.4. 

Two different types of turbulence model were applied while 2D CFD simulations 

were performed; laminar and standard k-epsilon turbulence model. The results of the 

simulations were compared with the existing aluminium window frame produced with 

the information given by the manufacturer. The results of two different types of 

turbulence model were compared with each other. 
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Table 4.4. Material properties of proposed gasket and thermal break material.  

(Source: ISO 1045635) 

 

Property Value Value 
Thermal break material Gasket material 

Name - Natural Rubber 
Density (kg/m3) 1,200 910 
Specific Heat (J/kgK) 1,800 1,100 
Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 0.10 0.13 

 

 

The second strategy is to filling the air cavities with polyurethane foam having a 

thermal conductivity value of 0.02 W/mK (Table 4.5), in order to reduce the convection 

effect of the air inside of the aluminium window profiles and to assess the effect on the 

overall thermal performance of the frame. 

 

Table 4.5. Material properties of Polyurethane foam. (Source: ISO 1045635) 

 

Property Value 

Name Polyurethane (PU) foam 

Density (kg/m3) 70 

Specific Heat (J/kgK) 1,500 

Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 0.02 
 

 

After running the CFD Software, the simulation results showed different 

temperature distributions according to the different strategies presented for the 

aluminium window frame. Three of them showed the effect of the change in the thermal 

break and gasket material, while the others showed the effect of the filling air cavities. 

The same boundary conditions were entered for all 2D simulation studies but depending 

on material properties entered for each strategy, different results had emerged. In 

Chapter 5, these results were compared in detail. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

CFD simulations were prepared to investigate the effect of the gasket and thermal 

break materials used in aluminium window frames on the heat transfer within the frame. 

Seven analyses were performed for the two strategies which were presented in Chapter 

4.5 in detail. Firstly, the effect of the use of material with lower thermal conductivity in 

thermal break materials and gasket was analysed numerically using ANSYS Fluent. 

Three different analyses were performed for the first strategy. These three analyses, 

  Current aluminium window frame,  

  The modified of gasket material which has a lower k value, 

  The modified of thermal break material which has a lower k value. 

While performing these three analyses, the boundary conditions were kept 

constant for all analyses and only the thermal break and gasket material properties were 

changed as shown in Table 5.1. These three analyses were performed according to both 

the laminar and standard k-epsilon model and the results were compared and significant 

results were obtained from the 2D model.  

 
Table 5.1. Properties of the gasket and thermal break materials used during the analysis 
 

    Density Thermal Conductivity 
(kg/m3) (W/mK) 

Current gasket material 1,150 0.25 
Proposed gasket material 910 0.13 
Current thermal break material 1,450 0.30 
Proposed thermal break material 1,200 0.10 

 

 

Secondly, five of the air cavities in the current aluminium window profile which 

was modelled by material information from the manufacturer were filled with low 

thermal conductivity material and it was analysed with the same boundary conditions 
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and the standard k-epsilon model. The results were compared with the current 

aluminium frame and the satisfactory improvement was observed. 

 

5.1. Results of Changing Thermal Break and Gasket Material 

5.1.1. With Laminar Model 
 

Three separate analyses were analysed in the CFD program with 2D simulations 

to investigate the effect of thermal break and gasket materials inside the aluminium 

window frame on the thermal performance of the window frame.  

Firstly, the analysis was carried out for the aluminium window frame, which was 

modelled with the information obtained from the manufacturer and which was used for 

Polyamide 6.6 with %25 glass fibres as a thermal break material and EPDM as a gasket 

material. The temperature distributions in the frame are as shown in Figure 5.2. While 

the average indoor surface temperature of the aluminium frame is 13.97°C, the average 

outdoor surface temperature is 2.42°C. The thermal transmittance of the current 

aluminium window frame is found to be 2.925 W/m2K. Improvements have been 

proposed and comparisons had been made based on the results of this analysis. 

Secondly, to see the effect of the thermal conductivity value of the materials used 

in the gaskets (Figure 5.1.(a)) on the temperature distribution and on the thermal 

transmittance in the window frame, Natural Rubber with a k value of 0.13 W/mK was 

proposed instead of EPDM with a k value of 0.25 W/mK.  

Figure 5.3 shows the temperature distribution within the window frame. While the 

average indoor surface temperature of the aluminium frame decrease from 13.97°C to 

13.13°C, while the average outdoor surface temperature decrease from 2.42°C to 

1.94°C. Although the reduction in temperature values is more pronounced, the reduction 

in thermal transmittance of the aluminium frame is about 0.1%. New thermal 

transmittance of the current aluminium window frame was found to be 2.922 W/m2K 

(Table 5.2).  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.1. Cross-section of the aluminium window frame showing the location of (a) 

the gaskets and (b) the thermal break.  

 

 
Table 5.2. Improvement strategy of the gasket material modified aluminium window 

frame with the laminar model. 

 

Improvement Strategy 
Uf-value 

(W/m2K) 

Improvement 

(%)  

Current aluminium frame 2.925 0 

Gasket material (from k=0.25 W/mK to k=0.13 W/mK) 2.922 0.10 
 

 

One of the factors that should be considered in determining the energy efficiency 

in aluminium windows is the presence of gaskets whose main task is to prevent air 

leakage. These gaskets should also not be ignored when calculating the window thermal 

transmittance value as an element of the window frame. Therefore, the use of material 

with a low thermal conductivity value is important because it reduces the thermal 

transmittance of the window frame. 
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As mentioned before, thermal break (Figure 5.1.(b)) is a continuous barrier 

between the inner and outer window frames, which prevents thermal conductive energy 

loss and it creates resistance against thermal energy loss. In the existing aluminium 

window frame, Polyamide 6.6 with 25% glass fibre was used as the thermal break 

material which has the thermal conductivity of 0.30 W/mK. Thermal break materials 

used in aluminium windows have high thermal conductivity. Among the materials 

available, materials with a low k value may be present, but materials with the necessary 

structural properties may be difficult to find. In the next analysis, a material with the 

thermal conductivity value of 0.10 W/mK was proposed and the effect of low thermal 

conductivity thermal break material on the thermal performance of the window frame 

was investigated.  

Figure 5.4 illustrates the temperature distribution of the thermal break material 

with reduced thermal conductivity. The average indoor surface temperature of the 

aluminium frame was increased to 15.33°C with an increase of about 9.7% while it was 

13.97°C. The average outdoor surface temperature of frame decreased to 2.34°C with a 

decrease of about 3.3% while it was 2.42°C. The thermal transmittance value equal to 

2.925 W/m2K in the current window frame decrease 0.17% with using the thermal break 

material which has a lower thermal conductivity value. New thermal transmittance of 

the current aluminium window frame was found to be 2.920 W/m2K (Table 5.3). 

 

Table 5.3. Improvement strategy of the thermal break material modified aluminium 

window frame with laminar model. 

 

Improvement Strategy 
Uf-value 

(W/m2K) 

Improvement 

(%)  

Current aluminium frame 2.925 0 

Thermal break material (from k=0.30 W/mK to k=0.10 W/mK) 2.920 0.17 
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Figure 5.2. The temperature distribution of the current aluminium window frame. 
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Figure 5.3. The temperature distribution of the gasket material modified aluminium 

window frame. 
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Figure 5.4. The temperature distribution of the thermal break material modified 

aluminium window frame. 
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5.1.2. With Standard k-epsilon Turbulence Model 
 

In the three analyses, which were explained above, the laminar flow was chosen 

as the turbulence model. To see the effect of the standard k-epsilon turbulence model, 

the simulations were repeated using the same boundary conditions and the same 

material properties. The proposed improvements and results were compared according 

to the current aluminium window frame analysis. 

Figure 5.5 shows the temperature distribution in the current aluminium window 

frame when the standard k-epsilon turbulence model is applied. The effect of using 

Polyamide 6.6 with 25% glass fibre which has 0.30 W/mK k value as the thermal break 

material and using EPDM which has 0.25 W/mK k value as the gasket material is 

observed. The average indoor surface temperature is 12.49°C and the average outdoor 

surface temperature is 2.94°C. The thermal transmittance value is 1.80 W/m2K.  

Then EPDM gasket material (Figure 5.1.(a)) with a k value of 0.25 W/mK was 

changed and Natural Rubber with a k value of 0.13 W/mK was used. Figure 5.6 shows 

the temperature distribution within the frame. The average indoor surface temperature, 

which was 12.49°C, increased to 13.10°C, and the average outdoor surface temperature, 

which was 2.94°C, changed to 2.95°C. The thermal transmittance value was 1.75 

W/m2K with a decrease of 2.78% (Table 5.4).  

 

Table 5.4. Improvement strategy of the gasket material modified aluminium window 

frame with standard k-epsilon turbulence model. 

 

Improvement Strategy 
Uf-value 

(W/m2K) 

Improvement 

(%)  

Current aluminium frame 1.80 0 

Gasket material (from k=0.25 W/mK to k=0.13 W/mK) 1.75 2.78 
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Figure 5.5. The temperature distribution of the current aluminium window frame. 
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Figure 5.6. The temperature distribution of the gasket material modified aluminium 

window frame. 
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Figure 5.7. The temperature distribution of the thermal break material modified 

aluminium window frame. 
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Figure 5.7, a material with a k value of 0.10 W/mK is proposed instead of the 

Polyamide 6.6 with 25% glass fibre thermal break material (Figure 5.1.(b)) and the 

temperature distribution within the frame is shown. The average indoor surface 

temperature increased from 12.49°C to 13.76°C, while the average outdoor surface 

temperature was 2.38°C. In the current aluminium window frame, the thermal 

conductivity value of 1.80 W/m2K decreased by 6.67% and was 1.68 W/m2K as shown 

in Table 5.5. 

 

Table 5.5. Improvement strategy of the thermal break material modified aluminium 

window frame with standard k-epsilon turbulence model.  

 

Improvement Strategy 
Uf-value 

(W/m2K) 

Improvement 

(%)  

Current aluminium frame 1.80 0 

Thermal break material (from k=0.30 W/mK to k=0.10 W/mK) 1.68 6.67 
 

 

5.1.3. Comparison of Laminar and k-epsilon Turbulence Model 
 

The transition from laminar to turbulent flow depends, among other things, on 

geometry, surface roughness, flow rate, surface temperature and fluid type. The laminar 

flow occurs in the flow of high viscosity fluids, such as oils, through narrow channels or 

small pipes. The flow regime for natural convection in confined spaces is characterized 

by the Rayleigh (Ra) number. If the Rayleigh number is less than 108, this shows the 

laminar flow, while the Rayleigh number shows turbulence between 108 and 1010. 

Figure 5.8 shows the difference between the temperature distributions of the 

change in the flow model in the aluminium window frame modelled by the information 

obtained from the manufacturer. The average indoor surface temperature of 13.97°C in 

the laminar model and it was measured as 12.49°C in the standard k-epsilon turbulence 

model. The average outdoor surface temperature is 2.42°C in the laminar model and 

2.94°C in the standard k-epsilon turbulence model. As shown in Table 5.6, the thermal 

transmittance value is 2.925 W/m2K in the laminar model and 1.80 W/m2K in the 

standard k-epsilon turbulence model.  
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(a)  (b) 

 

Figure 5.8. The temperature distribution of the current aluminium window frame (a) 

Laminar flow, (b) Standard k-epsilon flow. 

 

Table 5.6. Comparison of the laminar and the k-epsilon standard model results for 

current aluminium window frame. 

 

Model Ts,i (°C) Ts,o (°C) Uf (W/m2K) 

Laminar model 13.97 2.42 2.925 

Standard k-epsilon turbulence model 12.49 2.94 1.80 
  

 

Figure 5.9 shows the temperature distributions in the window frame analysed in 

two different flow models after changing the k value of the gasket material. While there 

is no difference in the average indoor surface temperature, a difference of about 1°C is 

observed in the outdoor surface temperature. The average outdoor surface temperature 

is 1.94°C in the laminar model and 2.95°C in the standard k-epsilon turbulence model. 

The thermal transmittance value of the laminar model is 2.922 W/m2K and 1.75 W/m2K 

in the standard k-epsilon turbulence model as shown in Table 5.7.  
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(a)  (b) 

 

Figure 5.9. The temperature distribution of the gasket material modified aluminium 

window frame (a) Laminar flow, (b) Standard k-epsilon flow. 

 

Table 5.7. Comparison of the laminar and the k-epsilon standard model results for 

gasket material modified aluminium window frame. 

 

Model Ts,i (°C) Ts,o (°C) Uf (W/m2K) 

Laminar model 13.13 1.94 2.922 

Standard k-epsilon turbulence model 13.10 2.95 1.75 
 

 

It has been explained above that the use of a material with a lower k value in the 

thermal break material improves the thermal performance of the window. The effect of 

the laminar and the standard k-epsilon model on temperature distribution is shown in 

Figure 5.10. The average indoor surface temperature of 15.33°C in the laminar flow is 

measured as 13.76°C in the standard k-epsilon turbulence model, while the average 

outdoor surface temperature of 2.34°C is measured as 2.38°C. The thermal 
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transmittance value measured as 2.92 W/m2K in the laminar model and it was measured 

as 1.68 W/m2K in the standard k-epsilon turbulence model (Table 5.8). 

 

   
 

(a)  (b) 

 

Figure 5.10. The temperature distribution of the thermal break material modified 

aluminium window frame (a) Laminar flow, (b) Standard k-epsilon flow. 

 

Table 5.8. Comparison of the laminar and the k-epsilon standard model results for 

thermal break material modified aluminium window frame. 

 

Model Ts,i (°C) Ts,o (°C) Uf (W/m2K) 

Laminar model 15.33 2.34 2.92 

Standard k-epsilon turbulence model 13.76 2.38 1.68 
 

 

The standard k-epsilon turbulence model is a semi-empirical, two-equation 

turbulence model commonly used in industrial designs and in much CFD software. 

Although it exhibits poor performance in rotating flow and non-circular channels flow; 

it has been tested in a wide range and has realistic results such as heat transfer, 
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combustion, two-phase flows62. In this study, based on the studies on the thermal 

performance of the window frame supported by other CFD simulations in the literature, 

it can be said that the use of standard k-epsilon turbulence model gives more accurate 

results. However, it should be taken into consideration that the study was only analysed 

numerically and also needs experimental validation. The studies investigating the 

thermal performance of the window frame in the literature are examined in detail. These 

studies show that the use of low thermal conductivity material positively affects the 

thermal performance of the window frame.  

 

5.2. Result of Filling the Air Cavities 

 
The presence of a multiplexed of cavities within the aluminium window frames 

affects the heat transfer within the frame. The five cavities in the current aluminium 

window frame shown in Figure 5.11 were filled with polyurethane foam which has a 

thermal conductivity of 0.02 W/mK. No application has been made to the space in 

which the glass unit is mounted because when the glass unit is placed, a glazing bead is 

placed in this space. The cavities between the casing and the sash which are divided by 

the gasket are not filled with polyurethane foam because the window is not fixed. These 

cavities are necessary for opening and closing the window. During this analysis, the 

number of mesh and geometry were unchanged and the same boundary conditions and 

material properties were used.  In addition to the CFD settings given in Table 4.1, the 

standard k-epsilon turbulence model is applied.  

When we evaluate the temperature distribution of aluminium window frame 

results (Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13), a 29% reduction (from 12.49°C to 8.87°C) was 

observed at the average indoor surface temperature, while the average outdoor surface 

temperature was increased by 13% (from 2.94°C to 3.32°C). The thermal transmittance 

value of frame was 1.80 W/m2K, while it decreased by 29.44% to 1.27 W/m2K as 

shown in Table 5.9. 
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Figure 5.11. Five polyurethane foam insertions. 

 

 
Table 5.9. Improvement strategy of the aluminium frame with filling the cavities. 

 

Improvement Strategy 
Uf-value 

(W/m2K) 

Improvement 

(%)  

Current aluminium frame 1.80 0 

Filling cavities with Polyurethane foam  (k=0.02 W/mK) 1.27 29.44 
 

 

Based on the work of Lechowska et al.21, the five cavities in the aluminium frame 

profile were filled with polyurethane foam of 0.02 W/mK. In their study, filling the air 

cavities with insulation material decreased the window's thermal transmittance value by 

27%. Then, they made colorimetric chamber measurements for experimental validation 

and a relative error of 3.3% was found in comparison with the results. In this study, the 

filling of the five air cavities with the insulation material decreased the thermal 

transmittance of the aluminium window frame by 29.44%. 
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Figure 5.12. The temperature distribution of the aluminium window frame with air filled 

cavities. 
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Figure 5.13. The temperature distribution of the aluminium window frame with 

polyurethane foam filled cavities. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 
 

The windows, which are one of the important elements of the building, are 

progressing with both the functional and the aesthetic aspects together with the 

developing technology. The windows should be able to regulate the indoor thermal 

comfort conditions while satisfying user needs such as the relationship with the external 

environment, illumination and ventilation. Today, energy and energy-efficient buildings 

production is one of the most important issues due to the increasing energy consumption 

and the decrease of existing fossil fuels and aims to reduce the consuming energy for 

heating and cooling. The windows are structural elements with huge areas that cause 

thermal losses and gains on the facade of the building. Therefore, different solutions 

should be developed and researches should be continued to prevent heat losses. 

When the literature is examined, most of the researches conducted include glass 

units which cause more heat loss due to the higher surface area. However, the thermal 

performance of the windows is affected by all the elements that compose the window. 

Therefore, the thermal performance of the window frame is significant and should not 

be ignored.  

In this study, the effect of the materials constitutive the window frame on the 

thermal performance and the U-value of the frame were investigated. In the scope of the 

study, the aluminium window frame was chosen because of its high thermal 

transmittance. All proposed improvement strategies had been evaluated using the CFD 

ANSYS FLUENT released 19.1. In all analyses, the thermophysical properties of the 

insulation panel placed in a glass and environmental conditions were the same. The 

results were examined under two headings as “changing thermal break and gasket 

materials” and “filling the air cavities”.  

As a result of the evaluations, the importance of the presence of thermal breaks 

and gaskets in the frame was observed. It has been found that the materials used in these 

elements influence the thermal performance of frame and therefore the thermal 

performance of the entire window. Reducing the k value of the thermal break material 
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from 0.30 W/mK to 0.10 W/mK improves the thermal transmittance of the window 

frame to 6.67% while decreasing the k value of the gasket material from 0.25 W/mK to 

0.13 W/mK resulted in an improvement of 2.78%. On the other hand, air cavities filled 

with polyurethane foam in the window frame reduced the thermal transmittance of the 

window frame by 29.44%. 

To produce window frames with low U-value, thermal break materials with low 

thermal conductivity must be used. The thermal break materials used in the market have 

very high thermal conductivity. It is difficult to find materials with low thermal 

conductivity and the necessary structural properties between the existing materials. 

Therefore, studies should be conducted to develop new thermal break materials. 

Eventually, the following suggestions can be made for future works based on the 

current study: 

 During this process, only the heat transfer in the window frame was focused and 

the strength of the frame was not taken into consideration. This might be another 

working title that needs to be studied.  

 This study only involves the window frame, studies can be carried out to see the 

thermal performance of the window with a glazing unit 

 Standard k-epsilon and laminar turbulence model have been analysed 

numerically and might be examined experimentally. 

 The frame section varies according to the material used, opening types and 

manufacturer. This study preceded only one frame cross-section. The thermal 

performance of windows produced in different cross-sections with the same 

material and opening type might be investigated and compared. 

 The improvement achieved by filling the air cavities is quite sufficient. 

Therefore, a separate study can be performed to reduce these cavities by making 

changes to the geometry on the same frame.  
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